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 A FAITH REVIVAL IN AMERICA? 
Mega church Bishop T. D. Jakes discusses prayer, power and politics. 

 

Washington, D.C. – “Until we understand that we cannot manipulate religion to fit any political agenda, 

we’re going to miss the plan of God for humanity,” said Bishop T. D. Jakes of the Dallas based The 

Potter’s House. He discussed the politicization of faith and faith-related issues in American society.  “The 

reality is, we keep trying to get God to sign up for a particular political party.  God is not interested in 

endorsing a party.  We have to endorse God.”  

 

America’s Black Forum host James Brown questioned why, in the 2004 election, Republicans rather than 

Democrats gained the religious vote. Roland Martin, executive editor of The Chicago Defender, 

answered, “It is only based on two issues…abortion and homosexuality…“But [Republicans] ignored the 

poor and the downtrodden and they’ve ignored those other faith-based issues.” James Golden, producer 

of The Rush Limbaugh Show, disagreed, “That is absolutely a misstatement of what conservative values 

are inside the Republican party and counter to what the policies are.” The discussion takes place on 

America’s Black Forum, the Emmy Award-winning nationally syndicated television news and information 

program.  

 

Bishop T. D. Jakes heads one of the fastest growing mega churches in the country, boasting more than 

28,000 members.  His ministry is responsible for turning around the lives of drug addicts, prostitutes and the 

homeless.   In 2002, Time magazine named him one of the top evangelists to replace Rev. Billy Graham.   

When asked by host James Brown if faith and politics mix, Bishop Jakes responded, “There are probably 

no two topics that are individually more lightning rods. When you combine them, they become highly 

combustible.”  Bishop Jakes continued, “What we have to watch out for is allowing politicians to 

manipulate faith principles to get votes.”  

 

The panel also discussed homosexuality as a moral issue.  Brown stated that the Bible is very clear about its 

views on homosexuality and asked Bishop Jakes how he deals with that in the pulpit.  “The reality is that 

the Bible is quite clear, but the constitution is not,” answered Bishop Jakes, “and that’s why it’s very 

important that we separate our theology from our politics.”  Brown questioned whether the country is 

moving away from Christian principles.   Bishop Jakes responded, “As this nation opens its doors to people 

from all over the world. We must find a way to respect our differences while holding on to our principles.”  

 

America’s Black Forum is an Emmy Award-winning, nationally syndicated television news show with an 

African American perspective.  James Brown hosts this week’s episode.  Check local listings for exact air 

times and dates. 
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